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EVE'S "SWEET CONVERSE"
Conversational Patterns
in
Paradise Lost
Alice Mathews

oan Gilliland opens her essay '"Grateful Digressions' and
'Casual Discourse': Eve's Rapport-Talk" with the
question of why Eve leaves Adam and Raphael at the
beginning of book 8 of Paradise Lost} To answer that question,
Gilliland uses linguist Deborah Tannen's study You Just Don't Under
stand, which explains gender differences in conversational style. In
chapter 3 of that study, Tannen describes women's preference for
"rapport-talk" and men's penchant for "report-talk." Tannen defines
"rapport-talk" as language that builds "connections and...relationships"
and "report-talk" as language that aims to "maintain status" by "holding
center stage through verbal performance."^ According to Gilliland, Eve
leaves Adam and Raphael because she prefers "rapport-talk," not the
"report-talk" that Adam and Raphael are about to engage in (250).

' See Spokesperson Milton: Voices inContemporary Criticism, ed. Charles W. Durham and Kristin
Pruitt McColgan (Selinsgrove: Susquehanna University Press, 1994), 249-59.
' Deborah Tannen, You Just Don't Understand: Women and Men in Conversation (New York;
William Morrow., Inc., 1990), 77.
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In Tannen's more recent study Genderand Discourse, which builds
on her previous work, she seems to focus less on the role of dominance
in gender discourse and more on the complexities of conversational
patterns that men and women use.^ My purpose here is to use several
of those conversational patterns in order to answer some of the critical
questions about Eve's behavior: her proposal to Adam that they work
separately, her disobedience in eating the fruit, and her suggestion to
Adam that they remain childless or commit suicide. I believe those
answers will refute some of the feminist arguments that claim Eve to be
a victim of a patriarchal system that silences her voice. '* As Joseph
Wittreich has asserted. Eve, like the male characters in the poem, is
empowered by language.' But that power, paradoxically, enables her to
make fallacious judgments. She is, as Stella Revard and others have
shown, "a capable, independent, freely thinking individual."' More
specifically, I would argue, she is also a woman whose conversational
patterns are typical of her gender, patterns that suggest that she is both
assertive and responsive, particularly to unambiguous requests.
Two patterns identified in Gender and Discourse are involved in
Eve's conversations with Adam, Raphael, and the serpent: "polysemy"
discourse, which has "multiple meanings simultaneously" (24-25); and
topic raising, which involves the degree to which one introduces topics
and stays with the same topic (39-40). One other pattern, indirectness,
has a more restricted significance to this study and will be explained
later. Identifying the patterns in the characters' conversations that
result in Eve's flawed judgments will show Eve as a rational, pragmatic
character with an ear sensitive to the concerns of those with whom she
converses. She can be both compliant and resolute, a true example of

' Deborah Tannen, Gender and Discourse (New York; Oxford University Press, 1994).
* In "Wrestling with the Angel: Paradise Lost and Feminist Criticism," Milton Quarterly 20
(1986): 69-85, William Shullenberger concisely summarizes the major feminist arguments, in
panicular mentioning the claim of Christine Froula and Marcia Landy that Eve must "submit
to and articulate the imperatives of the patriarchal voice" (71).
' See "'Inspir'd with Contradiaion': Mapping Gender Discourse in Paradise Lost," in Literary
Milton: Text, Pretext, Context, ed. Diana Trevino Benet and Michael Lieb (Pittsburgh: Duquesne
University Press, 1994),133-60.
'See "Milton's Dalila and Eve: Filling in the Spaces in the Biblical Text," in Arenas of Conflict:
Milton and the Unfettered Mind, ed. Kristin Pruitt McColgan and Charles W. Durham
(Selinsgrove: Susquehanna Press, 1994), 271-81, especially 280.
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Alexander Pope's depiction of humanity, "Great lord of all thing, yet
a prey to all" (Epistle 2, Essay on Man,1.16).
As to the first question, why does Eve suggest working apart, the
answer is both simple and complex. The simple answer relates to
Adam's having introduced the topic of keeping up the garden in several
of his "lectures" to Eve, in book 4. He first mentions their task just
after referring to the interdicted tree and describes the pruning of plants
and flowers as "delightful" when performed with her.'' Shortly
thereafter, Adam urges Eve to their night's rest so that they will be
refreshed for the next day's labor:
Tomorrow ere fresh Morning streak the East
With first approach of light, we must be ris'n.
And at our pleasant labor, to reform
Yon flow'ry Arbors, yonder Alleys green.
Our walk at noon, with branches overgrown.
That mock our scant manuring, and require
More hands than ours to lop thir wanton growth:
Those Blossoms also, and those dropping Gums,
That lie bestrown unsightly and unsmooth.
Ask riddance, if we mean to tread with ease. (4.623-32)
The next morning in their praise to their Creator, they return,
indirectly, to the theme of work by describing the garden as a "delicious
place" that for them is "too large," needing more "Partakers" to crop
the "abundance" (4.729-31). Later, when Raphael approaches, Adam
again alludes to the abundance, which he has been describing as
crowding their access in the garden. He asks Eve to bring food for the
angel, which is "large bestow'd, where Nature multiplies / Her fertile
growth and by disburd'ning grows / More fruitful" (5.319-21). Finally,
on the morning of the fall, the narrator says that immediately after
singing their praise to God, the pair
commune how that day they best may ply

'John Milton, Paradise Lost,1.436, inJohn Milton:Complete Poetryand MajorProse, ed. Merritt
Hughes (Indianapolis: Odyssey Press, 1957). References to Milton's poetry are to this edition,
and subsequent citations appear in the text.
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Thir growing work: for much thir work outgrew
The hands' dispatch of two Gard'ning so wide. (9. 201-203)

With all these prior discussions of and references to the lushness of the
garden and the difficulty of restraining the growth, I find Eve's
suggestion that they work separately to be practical and justifiable.' She
prefaces her suggestion by repeating Adam's language and sentiments:
she refers to the "wanton growth" and the paradox of labor growing
"Luxurious by restraint" (9. 211, 209). She focuses on the topic that
Adam had earlier introduced and repeatedly returned to, implying that
it was a genuine concern for him. In effect, he has identified a problem,
and she has suggested a solution, which he discounts. Their exchange
accords with Tannen's findings regarding topic raising and topic
cohesion. She states that women raise fewer topics but stay with a topic
longer, whereas men "do not pursue a topic at as great a length as
women do, and respond to concerns either by raising a topic of their
own concern or by denying or belittling the basis for the woman's
concern."' Eve stays with the topic that Adam raises until she finds
what she thinks is a solution. Adam then dismisses her solution first by
contradicting his earlier assertion that the work in the garden requires
"more hands than [theirs]to lop thir wanton growth" (628-29). Now
he claims
our joint hands
Will keep from Wilderness with ease, as wide
As we need walk, till younger hands ere long
Assist us. (9. 244-7)

' See Mary Ruth Brown's "Paradise Lost and John 15; Eve, the Branch and the Church," in
Milton Quarterly 20 (1986): 127-31. Brown uses John 15 as a context for arguing that Adam is
a vine and Eve, a branch that must cling to that vine for life and support. In Eve's proposal to
work separately from Adam, Brown claims Eve, the branch, is attempting to "disengage itself
from the vine." Therefore, Brown concludes that "there is more involved here than merely a
practical proposal for better work efficiency" (129). Deborah Interdonato also argues that Eve's
reasons for proposing theseparation are inadequate toexplain her determination. See "'Render
Me More Equal'; Gender Inequality and the Fall in Paradise Lost, 9," in Milton Quarterly
29(1995); 99. For further explanations of Eve's proposal, Diane McColley offers an excellent
summary in Milton's Eve (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1983), 140-45.
'Tannen, Gender and Discourse, 126-28.
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He follows this contradiction by raising new topics:first, by suggesting
that Eve has another reason for proposing to separate, her desire for
solitude (247-50).'° In introducing this concern, he reveals his sensitivity
to Eve's needs, as Deborah Interdonato has observed, but in failing to
solicit a response from Eve, even quickly dismissing the concern,
Interdonato says that he "unsettles" her."
Not only does he drop a topic that Eve may well want to stay with
(her need for solitude), Adam raises another one, that of the foe's
proximity. The simple answer to why Eve suggests working apart (her
staying with the topic that Adam keeps raising) becomes complicated
by Adam's multiple topics: the enemy's malice; their strength when
together "where each / To other speedy aid might lend at need" (9.
259-60); and Eve's vulnerability when away from her husband's
protection, which "shades" and "protects" her (9.266).That Eve chooses
to stay with the last of these topics that Adam raises, her vulnerability,
is understandable largely because of an incident in book 5, her dream
and Adam's reaction to her account of it. At that time their conversa
tion reveals another element of Tannen's discourse analysis that she
calls polysemy or simultaneous multiple meanings. After Eve tells
Adam her dream of eating the forbidden fruit, he explains the cause of
dreams, how the fancy "forms Imaginations, Aery shapes" (5.104). Then
he changes the topic to the moral implications of the dream:
Evil into the mind of God or Man
May come and go, so unapprov'd, and leave
No spot or blame behind: Which gives me hope
That what in sleep thou didst abhor to dream.
Waking thou never wilt consent to do. (9.117-21)
Here are at least two implied messages, both of which suggest the
"power-solidarity dynamic" often associated with polysemy. Tannen
explains that an attempt to "dominate a conversation (an exercise of
power) may actually be intended to establish rapport (an exercise of
Gilliland believes thisis a reasonable motive in view of Tannen's assertion that women prefer
absence from their partners more than do men because in their conversations with men, women
"make more adjustments and accommodations, buying harmony at the cost of their own
preferences" (255).
" Deborah Intendonato, "Render Me More Equal," 97.
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solidarity)." She accounts for this ambiguity by showing that both
motives use the same language.'^ In the passage above, Adam's language
suggests one message that offers comfort to Eve—don't feel bad because
you did nothing wrong; dreaming of doing evil is not evil. The other
message sounds a warning and very hkely a challenge—although you
failed in your dream, I hope you learn from that lapse, or to say it
another way, do better next time!" The duality of Adam's message is
similar to that in Tannen's examples of polysemy, which imply the
power-solidarity principle. One example is a mother's question
"Where's your coat.^" showing both parental concern and authority.
Another example describes the dual effect of having "a friend who
repeatedly picks up the check when you dine together," an act that
suggests both that the friend is generous and that she likes to flaunt her
wealth (25). Like the well-meaning friend, Adam may be unaware that
his good intention, to make Eve feel better, is also sending a negative
message by encouraging her to prove herself, to seek a chance to
compensate for her "failure" in the dream. The tear that "silently" falls
from her eye (5.130) indicates that she is still troubled and cannot fully
share that burden with Adam.
Thus, when Adam uses her vulnerability to the enemy as an
argument not to work separately, she seizes on that topic, to the
exclusion of the other two that Adam has introduced. The practical
Eve has evolved into the crusading Eve, the Eve who needs to show
herself and Adam that, despite the dream, she is strong enough to resist
the enemy;
But that thou shouldst my firmness therefore doubt
To God or thee, because we have a foe
May tempt it, I expected not to hear. (9.279-81)

" Tannen, Gender and Discourse, 23-24.
" In "Eve'sSense of Separateness: The Path to the Fall in Paradise Lost," CCTE Studies 53 (1988);
22-8,1 discuss the significance of Adam's response to the dream in motivating Eve to seek to
prove herself. See also Diane McColley's "Eve and the Arts of Eden" in Milton and the Idea of
Woman, ed.Julia M. Walker (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988) 100-119. McColley
finds in Adam'sresponse an analogy of the poet to the dreamer, in depiaingevil without "being
corrupted by it"(108).
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That this becomes a motive to separate is supported in two other
passages, one in the argument for book 9: "Eve loath to be thought not
circumspect or firm enough, urges her going apart, the rather desirous
to make trial of her strength." And again, Adam attributes this motive
to her when he tells her: "Wouldst thou approve thy constancy,
approve / First thy obedience" (9.367-68). After the fall when they
mutually accuse each other, Adam alludes to Eve's perverse motivation:
Let none henceforth seek needless cause to approve
The Faith they owe; when earnestly they seek
Such proof, conclude, they then begin to fail" (9.1140-42).
One other element of Tannen's analysis, indirectness, may operate
at the end of theseparation scene. Indirectness is avoiding direct speech
in order to disclaim or modify an idea if it is rejected or to promote
rapport by leading another person to want the same thing.''' Adam
rather abruptly ends the debate with this statement: "Go; for thy stay,
not free, absents thee more" (9. 372-74). Deborah Interdonato claims
that these words are Adam's power statement, that he "effectively
commands Eve to go, as if to make the final decision more his than
hers" (103). Although I agree that Adam is attempting to assert his
dominance over Eve, he may well have another motive. Tannen uses a
similar example to show how indirectness works: a father whose
daughter asks to go to a party expresses his "lack of enthusiasm" and
preference that she not go by answering, "If you want, you can go.'"''
However, as Tannen explains, indirectness can function in several ways.
In this example, it can communicate power—i.e., the "father felt so
powerful that he did not need to give his daugther orders; he simply
needed to let her know his preference, and she would accommodate to
it" (33). Perhaps Adam's real desire is to keep Eve from leaving; if so,
this statement reveals that Adam has less power over Eve than he has
supposed, for she, unlike the daughter in the example, chooses not to
accommodate Adam's preference. Her discourse with Adam over the
space of several conversations has led her to make an unwise, though
understandable, decision to separate from Adam.

" Tannen, Gender and Discourse, 32.
" Tannen, Gender and Discourse, 32.
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Her more grievous decision, eating the fruit that the serpent offers,
results from a complex series of conversations in which the polysemy
and topic-raising principles figure most prominently. As she leaves
Adam to work alone, his last reminder to her is to "rely / On what
[she] hast of virtue" (9. 373-4). Here and in the discussion immediately
preceding it, Adam has repeatedly sounded an alert against danger. He
has warned Eve about an enemy and has argued that they must be
strong to resist that enemy. However, during the 170 lines that
comprise their debate, not once does Adam mention the forbidden tree.
Granted, Eve knows what God has prohibited. Adam has mentioned
the prohibition in Book 4, when he refers to their "one easy charge...
not to taste that only Tree / Of Knowledge, planted by the Tree of
Life, / So near grows Death to Life, whate'er Death is" (421-25).
Interestingly, Adam's language here is almost dismissive of the
command. Although he raises the topic of that command, he simulta
neously raises the associative topic of death and then the question of
what death means. But Adam quickly drops the topic of death, turning
to the subject of God's bounty to them and the need to tend the garden.
During the separation scene Adam's argument focuses on the
enemy and Eve's vulnerability and repeats the theme of obedience. He
reminds Eve that whatever "obeys / Reason, is free" and warns her to
prove her obedience (9.351-52,367-68). Eve's previous experience with
obedience, however, has not been linked with the forbidden fruit. Her
first experience is during her initial moments of life, when the voice
summons her away from her "wat'ry image" (4.480) and to Adam,
whose appearance apparently frightens her to flee. But she obeys him
when he summons her to return—"Return fair Eve, / Whom fli'st
thou?" (481-82)—and when he seizes her hand, she yields. As Richard
Bradford has observed, this scene shows Eve to be "a person who
responds instinctively to events and reflects on them afterwards, a
curious alliance of innocence, vulnerability and retrospective wisdom."''
I would add that it shows Eve to be compliant, particularly with
focused and undiluted requests, whatever the source. Here she obeys an
invisible voice and an unfamiliar creature. She demonstrates that
compliant nature again and again, when Adam directs her to sleep, to

" See Paradise Lost, Open Guides to Literature Series (Buckingham: Open University Press,
1992), 34.
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praise God, and to gather food for Raphael. Indeed, the first action that
the narrator attributes to her is yielding (4.310), and Adam's praise of
her to Raphael refers to her "sweet compliance" (8.603).
This is not to say that Eve is an unquestioning robot. As previ
ously discussed, the separation scene shows her as an autonomous
thinker. She also is capable of raising topics herself, as when she
describes her first moments of life and questions Adam about the stars'
shining while they sleep (4.657-8). But her impulse to yield to an
unambiguous request seems clear. One such request, a command really,
seems to come to Eve from Raphael, whom the narrator says warns
Adam "not to touch the interdicted Tree" (7.46). According to the
narrator. Eve also hears the warning (7.50-51). However, another
example of polysemy seems to be involved during Raphael's conversa
tions with the pair. Most striking is the passage in which Raphael
suggests the possibility that Adam and Eve may evolve into angelic
beings:
time may come when men
With Angels may participate, and find
No inconvenient Diet, nor too light Fare:
And from these corporal nutriments perhaps
Your bodies may at last turn all to spirit
Improv'd by tract of time, and wing'd ascend
Ethereal, as wee. (5.493-99)
A second message, however, is embeded in Raphael's suggestion, the
possibility that food could be the means for such an evolution. Richard
Bradford asserts that Raphael is implying, "without really explaining,
that there is some mysterious causal relationship between such physical
experiences as eating and the gradual transformation to an angelic,
spiritual condition" (41). This connection between eating and angelic
existence is again emphasized when Raphael describes the angels in
heaven eating and drinking, "and in communion sweet Quafffing]
immortality and joy" (5.637-38).
Raphael follows this description of heavenly bliss with the account
of the war in heaven, intended to show Satan's power in seducing other
angels and the punishment that follows their disobedience. This
narration of angels warring with other angels is, however, likely
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something to which Eve cannot easily relate. Ironically, Raphael later
advises them; "Think only what concern thee and thy being" (8.174),
and Adam indicates his understanding by repeating the sentiment:
not to know at large of things remote
From uses, obscure and subtle, but to know
That which before us lies in daily life.
Is the prime Wisdom; what is more, is fume (8.191-94)
Certainly the war in heaven is a thing "remote," and when compared to
the requirement for obedience given to Adam and Eve, the requirement
given to the angels—paying homage to the Son—is "obscure and subtle."
What lies before Eve "in daily life" has to do with eating,'^ but the
message about eating is a dual one. Although Raphael has said not to
touch the forbidden tree, he has also suggested a link between immortal
ity and eating, a topic on which the serpent expands.
Adam inadvertently prepares Eve to believe the serpent by
connecting food with speech. Adam describes talk as "food of the
mind" and a "sweet intercourse...to brute deni'd" (9.238, 240). When
the serpent approaches her and praises her, calling her "sovran
Mistress," "sole Wonder," "Fairest resemblance" of her Maker, "A
Goddess among Gods," (9.532, 533, 539, 547), she responds not to the
praise but to his capability to speak. She ignores the topic he has raised,
her praiseworthiness, to raise one of greater significance to her: the
beast's behavior. How can a beast speak the "Language of Man," and
why is that beast so friendly to her (563-64).^'' The beast is engaging in
that "sweet intercourse" that Adam has just asserted is denied to
"brute." The serpent's answer to Eve's question is an example of what
Tannen calls "topical cohesion,"" for he stays with the topic she has

"Shullenberger notes the conneaion between Eve's household activitiessuch as preparing food
and the archangel Raphael's warning to "think only what concerns thee" as evidence that
Milton elevates traditional women's work (73-74).
" See John Leonard, Naming in Paradise;Milton and the Lanptage of Adam and Eve (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1990). Leonard argues against Stanley Fish's blame of Eve for being surprised
by the serpent's ability to speak. As Leonard points out, surprise does not necessarily imply sin,
although he concedes that her surprise is a "dangerous moment" in the poem. Leonard also
points out the rare use of the word "speakable," which he suggests refleas the "unnaturalness
of the serpent's speaking" (194-95).
"Tmaeti, Gender and Discourse, 126.
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introduced, even addressing the questions she asks in the same order she
has asked them. The fruit of some "goodly Tree" has altered his
"inward Powers" and given him the power to speak; and the "inward
Powers" have then revealed Eve's divine nature to him, compelling him
to "come / And gaze, and worship" her (9.576, 600, 610-11). Unlike
Adam, whose masculine discourse typically favors multiple topics, the
serpent demonstrates the cohesion of more feminine discourse.
Eve's response to the serpent's answer briefly chides the beast's
"overpraising" (9.615), which Stella Revard says refers to praise of the
tree, not of Eve.^° But Eve quickly turns to the topic of the tree whose
fruit has such amazing benefits. When she discovers it is the forbidden
tree, she says that God's prohibition concerning it is their sole com
mand. For everything else, she says, "we live / Law to ourselves, our
Reason is our Law" (9.653-4). Satan's counterargument seizes on the
second part of Eve's response, their own reason as their law, by
explaining that God's command contradicts that reason. Of course, the
serpent's argument is fallacious since it ignores the "everything else"
part of Eve's response, the part that allows reason for all matters except
God's command. Still, the serpent's argument has power because it
combines so many of the topics that Eve, Adam, and Raphael have
earlier raised and/or discussed:
Queen of this Universe, do not believe
Those rigid threats of Death; ye shall not Die:
How should ye? by the Fruit? it gives you Life
To Knowledge; By the Threat'ner? look on mee,
Mee who have touch'd and tasted, yet both live.
And life more perfet have attain'd than Fate
Meant mee, by vent'ring higher than my Lot.
Shall that be shut to Man, which to the Beast
Is open? or will God incense his ire
For such a petty Trespass, and not praise
Rather your dauntless virtue, whom the pain
Of Death denounc't, whatever thing Death be,...
he knows that in the day
Ye Eat thereof, your Eyes that seem so clear.
" Revard, "Milton's Dalila and Eve," 278.
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Yet are but dim, shall perfetly be then
Op'n'd and clear'd, and ye shall be as Gods,
Knowing both Good and Evil as they know.
That ye should be as Gods, since I as Man,
Internal Man, is but proportion meet,
I of brute human, yee of human Gods.
So ye shall die perhaps, by putting off
Human, to put on Gods, death to be wisht (9. 684-714)

Here the serpent masterfully weaves a variety of topics into a cohesive
whole: uncertainty about the meaning of death; the evolution of beings
to a higher level of existence and the role of eating in that evolution; the
connection between knowledge and eating; the connection between
eating and speech; and the importance of obeying one's reason. Thus,
the words of the serpent are persuasive, the narrator says, for they seem
"impregn'd / With Reason" (9.737-38); and that reason drowns out the
one topic that really matters, God's command that they not eat the fruit
of that one tree—the topic that has received relatively scant attention
from Adam and Raphael.^'
The final question about Eve's behavior, her suggestion after the
fall that she and Adam remain childless or commit suicide is relatively
easy to understand in terms of Tannen's principles of discourse. Again,
the element of topic raising explains Eve's proposal, although Ann
Ashworth attributes "Eve's suicidal impulse" to two sources: Spenser's
Amavia in The Faerie Queene, Book 2, and Psyche in The Golden Asse of
Lucius ApuleiusP While Milton may well have had in mind these two
examples of suicide as a solution to either lost pleasure or despair. Eve's
proposal directly responds to Adam's expression of grief for his
offspring, who must endure the curse of his fault, and to his desire for
death: "Why comes not Death, / Said he, with one thrice acceptable
stroke / To end me?"(10.854-56). These two concerns are recurring

Patricia Howison faults Adamforfailingto mention memory in his discussion of the faculties,
even though he shows elsewhere his knowledge of its value. Howison implies a causal link
between Adam's failure to emphasize memory to Eve and the serpent's success in seducing Eve.
As Howison explains, memory can reveal falsehood "because it recalls something other than
mere appearances." See "Memory and Will: Selective Amnesia in Paradise Lost," in University
of Toronto Quarterly 56 (1987), 532.
"See "Psyche and Eve: Milton's Goddess without a Temple," in Milton Quarterly18(1984), 56.
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topics in Adam's long lament at the end of book 10, which includes a
variety of subjects: his alienation from God, the assigning of blame for
the fall, the justice of the punishment, the meaning of death (again), and
the inevitability of grief as a corollary of marriage. As is his habit, he
jumps from topic to topic.
In reaching out to Adam, Eve initially focuses on the last topic that
Adam has introduced, marriage (and the wife) as a source of strife and
calamity (10.898-908), as she seeks a reconciliation with him. Adam
accedes to her overtures, agreeing that theyshould end their contention,
and advises that they consider how they might "light'n / Each other's
burden" (960-1), a burden that will also fall on their "hapless Seed (965).
Eve's first proposal, to remain childless, responds to Adam's repeated
anxiety for his progeny, comprising about twenty-one lines all together,
and his directive that they relieve one another's "burden." Then
anticipating that abstaining from "Love's due Rites" (994) may create
the "misery" in marriage that Adam has described as inevitable. Eve
turns to another solution. Ever the pragmatist. Eve points out that
suicide will end their suffering and avert future suffering, thereby
ending the curse that their progeny would have shared. Adam recogizes
the fallacy in her solution, that it would thwart the promise that their
seed would bruise the head of the serpent. Still, in suggesting a means
for relieving Adam's two major sources of anxiety. Eve again tries to
"lighten" his burden. She consistently focuses on those topics that
Adam raises.
In contrast to Adam, who shifts from topic to topic and who
implies dual meanings in the same message. Eve relentlessly focuses on
topics that others raise, and she delivers direct, unambiguous messages.
She's a pragmatic problem solver: the garden's getting overgrown, so
let's work more efficiently; Adam doesn't want his offspring to suffer,
so let's not have offspring. And she's unequivocal. Whereas Adam's
foty-three-line response to the Son's query of whether he has eaten the
forbidden fruit describes his dilemma about revealing Eve's complicity
and the implication that his fall is God's fault—"This Woman whom
thou mad'st to be my help, /.../ Shee gave me of the Tree, and I did eat"
(10.137, 143)—Eve's one-line response is focused and direct: "The
Serpent me beguil'd and I did eat" (10.163). Although her speech is
typical of feminine discourse in that it generally aims for solidarity
rather than power, it is not silenced by those with dual aims. Thus, Eve
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is a character who not only uses language to build relationships, but she
is also a character with the confidence to speak clearly about the issue
at hand. If Adam and Eve were both critics, I think I would prefer to
read Eve's essay.

